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Horner Machining Services: A Year of Transition
by: Mark Reed
Two Thousand and Fifteen was a year of

processing.

transition for Horner Machining Services. As

We are half way through the approximately

we brought an end our hydraulic repair depart-

200 units used by our customer. It is every-

ment. All hydraulic equipment, materials and

one’s hope our customer begins to realize con-

seal inventory was transferred to our Cincinnati

siderable savings in the 3rd and 4th quarter of

for Linda Crawford in her fight

division. This area is now a rebuild depart-

this year, and more in 2017.

against cancer. Organized by

ment for Steel Mill Runout Tables. These

the ladies of APG, the turnout

motor driven roll assemblies transfer and cool

of pink-clad team members

the red hot bloom (steel slab). Our roll depart-

were excited to demonstrate

ment had to be assembled on the fly, acquir-

Pink and Proud
In October, the team at APG
wore pink to show their support

support for their dearly-loved
colleague. From wrist bands,
shirts and scarves, to Bill Roe’s
pink socks, everyone showed

ing tools and equipment, while repairing and
delivering product.
None of this would have been possible without

they were proud of Linda and

the help and support of the Washington Street

proud to wear pink.

motor shop, Horner Fan, Coatings division,
and the Terre Haute motor shop. All of the
guys who work on this project have helped
find efficiencies, which have allowed us to
address price cutting measures required by
the customer. This project has come with
huge administrative requirements in inventory
management, documentation, reporting, customer print review and change request

Michigan Ethanol
Plant CoolBLUE®
Project Success
Horner Servo
Department Wears
Many Hats - High
Temperature
Cables

by: Bill Roper

by: Dennis Gaddis

The Servo Department has a
few different hats that are put
on for Horner Customers. Ron
Francis and I build custom
cables for SDI Pittsboro.
We have been building several
different high temp cables that
withstand 2000 degrees fahrenheit as well as communication
cables. We have created work
instructions with the help of SDI
and Jim Plahitko over the last
15-20 years. Other customers
like Roche Diagnostics are
starting to order custom cables
as well. As Horner continues to
grow I hope to see more growth
in this area.

An Ethanol plant in Michigan had

to discuss the CoolBLUE®/NaLa

to the motors. Horner Industrial

experienced severe noise on their

absorption inductors and MegAlert

was instructed to supply all of

plant Distributed Control System,

winding protection products dur-

the CoolBLUE®/NaLa absorption

(which is Device Net) being gener-

ing the visit. This was before we

inductors necessary to reduce the

ated by the installed VFD’S since

had become a distributor and we

noise and to also supply the nec-

the plant was built. The noise issue

didn’t have any information to pro-

essary labor to install the units

was a direct result of running all

vide the customer. After our visit,

on their equipment. The project,

of the entire plant communication

my contact at the Ethanol plant

including labor and materials to

lines in the same cable trays as

contacted me regarding several

complete the work amounted to

the power lines to energize their

questions he had after going online

$43K, (a vast savings over having

plant’s production equipment. The

to get additional details about the

to rewire the entire plant). Two of

harmonic line distortion created by

CoolBLUE®/NaLa

absorption

Horner Industrial’s Field Service

the VFDs required a minimum of 8

inductors. I was able to share the

Technician’s did the complete

units that had to be manually start-

information from a test installa-

installation in a total of 3 - 8 hour

ed at any given time. Since this is

tion we performed at the largest

day shifts on site which was excel-

a Hazardous and Explosion Proof

Children’s Hospital in Indiana. I

lent time considering it was the first

area the customer was extremely

also mentioned to my Ethanol plant

Horner installation of this product.

concerned for the safety of their

contact that some major drive com-

Continued on page: 6

workers. Operators were unable to

panies are now starting to offer

transmit signals to various areas of

the CoolBLUE®/NaLa absorption

their operations to start equipment

inductors as an option with their

while some areas were intermittent

drive products. The Ethanol plant

at best. The cost to re-run all the

decided to take a chance with

lines separately was estimated to

the CoolBLUE®/NaLa absorption

be in the mid six figures.

inductors because they felt that

The customer decided to give

this option was viable and it was a

the CoolBLUE®/NaLa absorption

fraction of the cost to having to run

inductors a try after a meeting that

all new communication lines.

Terry Thorne, (Horner Industrial

The Ethanol plant provided a com-

Sales and Marketing Manager),

plete list of all their 47 VFDs, their

and I had regarding a proposed

locations and sub names, the HP

Toshiba Medium Voltage Drive

of each drive along with the length

package. We had an opportunity

of the wire runs from the VFDs
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Major Sales Team
Changes and
Territories
by: Terry Thorne
Todd Cochran, Salesman of
the Year Award

Carving Out Time
With Sam Jones
by: Heidi Randall

The Horner Sales Team is excit-

new

territories,

for 25 years. We wish Steve all

ed to announce new additions

Northwest,Northeast,

the best in his retirement as he

and changes for 2016 starting

Southeast,

and

opens a new chapter in his life

with the addition of two new

Indi-Metro. This new approach

where every day is a Saturday.

salespeople and one promotion

will have assigned salespeople

The sales department is also

from Inside to Outside Sales.

dedicated to a specific territory

proud to announce our two top

We’re excited to announce

that will allow us the opportu-

sales awards for 2015. The

the addition of Joe Motz and

nity to market our products and

“Rising Star” award was pre-

Dennis Cardwell to our Outside

services in a more structured

sented to David Coonce during

Sales Team as new hires and

and organized manner. Dennis

the January sales meeting for

Jeff Wilson as a promotion

Cardwell is the salesperson

outstanding growth in 2015.

from Inside to Outside Sales.

assigned to the Northwest ter-

David assumed responsibility

Many of you may know Joe

ritory, Joe Motz is the salesper-

of his new territory on January

as our former account repre-

son assigned to the Northeast

1 of 2015 without having any

sentative for Applied Integrated

territory,

is

substantial outside sales expe-

Technologies and you may also

assigned to the Southeast ter-

rience and grew his territory

know Dennis who joins us as

ritory, Travis Brown is assigned

over 74% in just one year over

our former account represen-

to the Southwest territory and

the previous year’s sales totals

tative for Praxair. Jeff is a long

Jeff Wilson is the salesperson

for the same exact sales ter-

time Horner employee who has

assigned to the Indy-Metro ter-

ritory.

worked himself through mul-

ritory. All other salespeople will

The Horner “Salesperson Of

tiple positions within Horner to

continue to call on their exist-

The Year” award was pre-

attain the position of Outside

ing counts without change.

sented to Todd Cochran for

Sales.

December saw the retirement

becoming Horner Industrial’s

of Steve Goodson who was a

first salesperson to exceed $6

dedicated Horner salesperson

million in sales. It took Todd

We

are

also

excited

to

announce the creation of five

sales

Southwest

David

Coonce

If you were to wander thru Horner
Fan & Fab, you would most likely
walk past Sam Jones. Sam is
proficient on many machines
here at Fan, but most of the time
he can be found behind his table
assembling parts with beautiful welds. Recently, we have
found that Sam does not limit his
creativity or his apparent eye for
detail to just metal.
Not too long ago
Sam discovered
the art of carving
wood. After
purchasing a
cheap set of tools
and trying his
hand at the hobby
he noticed that not
only is he good at it but it is a
very relaxing activity. Using only
hand tools, Sam widdles away at
logs, sticks, planks and just about
any shape of wood piece he can
find. What he ends up with is a

over 10 long years of being

piece of art. He also hand paints

persistent and focused with an

some of the pieces to bring out

attitude of never giving up to

even more detail and creativity.

become a success.

Every carving is unique. At this

Please join me in congratulat-

point, Sam’s designs have not

ing both Todd and David for

been for sale, but based on the

their outstanding contribution

feedback he has already received

to our company’s continued

that may change pretty soon.

growth and future success!
David Coonce Rising Star
Award

Steve Goodson’s Retirement
Party
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Our New Faces

Welcome To The
Cincinnati Team!
by: Rich Streitmarter
I am pleased to introduce two

Marc Winkle
Machinist Cincinnati

Mike Butler
Operations Manager Indianapolis

Thomas Herron
Mechanic Cincinnati

Levi Hendrix
Mechanic Indianapolis

Dennis Cardwell
Outside Sales Indianapolis

Joseph Roseberry
Vibration Engineer EMDS

Joseph Motz
Outside Sales Indianapolis

new additions to our Cincinnati
Team.
Tom Herron is our newest
Repair Tech and has been
involved with repairing many

History of US Motors

by Craig Hallett

types of mobile and industrial

In March of 1908, the United

equipment since he was 21

States Electrical Manufacturing

years old. He has over 10

Company began building elec-

years’ experience working on

tric motors in a 4,000 square

hydraulic equipment and he

foot facility in Los Angeles,

can help us with machining

California, with 17 employees.

duties as well. Marc Winkle has

Although the company is no

also recently joined us in our

longer in existence, the U.S.

Machining Department. Marc

MOTORS® brand has thrived

has been a machinist for over

for more than 100 years and

MATIC® for vertical hollow-

national efficiency standards

35 years and has experience

continues to be a symbol of

shaft motors. This non-reverse

2010

specifically machining hydraulic

quality, innovation and reliabil-

ratchet prevents reverse rota-

brand sold to Nidec Motor

parts for over 18 years, plus he

ity. Here are some milestones:

tion within 4.5 degrees of rota-

Corporation.

is an accomplished welder.

1914 – Introduced an improved

tion, has unlimited depth set-

Check out the US Motors

Both Tom and Marc come with

method of constructing sleeve

ting and can be used in explo-

Brochure from 1949. Their

a lot of valuable experience

bearing motors by riveting the

sion proof applications.

motors offered the advanced

and we’re excited to have them

motor frame.

1970

feature of “Asbestos-Protected

on board in the Cincinnati

1922 – Introduced revolution-

UNIMOUNT® extruded alumi-

Windings”. (attached)

Branch.

ary Vertical HOLLOSHAFT®

num frame motor

Horner Industrial Group stocks

motor for the pumping industry

1983

Introduced

US Motors from Fractional

1925 – First to make ball bear-

ALLGUARD® Motor Quality

HVAC type, through 15 HP

ings standard on all motors

System combining the indus-

commercial duty TEFC.

1932 – Introduced the innova-

try’s best motor winding pro-

Please contact your nearest

tive VARIDRIVE® motor, the

tection with the latest advance-

Horner Motor Shop for US

first enclosed unit combining

ments in motor bearing lubrica-

Motors and other fine products.

a constant speed motor with

tion 1997 – Introduced WORLD

Asbestos not included.

a variable speed transmission.

MOTOR® to meet a variety of

Courtesy of www.asbestos-

1957 – Introduced BALL-O-

international applications and

books.com and US Motors

Marc Winkle

Tom Herron

–

–

Introduced

–

U.S.

MOTORS®
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Gearbox Repair
Opportunities
by: Mike Harper

EFS
Outages
by: Jim Howson
Kudos to the marketing depart-

they claim to be the largest

motor shops out there but

ment for their hard work and

plastic extrusion company this

can you think about the last

Horner Industrial Groups

focus on Gearbox repair in the

side of the Mississippi River.

time you drove past a gear-

MFS, Springfield’s Field

Ohio area. As a direct result of

Our initial meeting resulted in

box repair shop? Many cus-

Service and EFS divisions

this effort, the Springfield divi-

our shop receiving two extru-

tomers send their gearboxes

provide annual inspections

sion received three gearbox

sion drive gearboxes for repair.

back to the manufacturer for

and testing on large motors

opportunities from new cus-

We also received a worm drive

rebuilding. This results in long

for a variety of our custom-

tomers and the mailers just

gearbox from another new

lead times and higher repair

ers. This typically involves

went out!

customer, Trinity Highway Co.

costs – usually about 75% of a

close visual inspections of

Mark Russell and I had an

This company builds guardrails

new gearbox. There appears to

the stationary portion of the

initial meeting with a new cus-

for highways and this gearbox

be a niche market in gearbox

motor (Stator) and the rotat-

tomer, in Monroe OH, to dis-

drives a mill that fabricates the

repairs, specifically expensive

ing part of the motor (Rotor).

cuss plastic extruder gearbox

bends in the guardrails.

plastic extrusion gearboxes, to

Pictured above: Bryan Cox

repair capabilities. Deceuninck

The marketing department is

be exploited.

and Josh TenEyck from

Co. is a large plastic extrusion

currently working on anoth-

Electrical Field Service install-

company that produces frames

er gearbox repair piece that

ing the oil rings on a Buzzi

for Pella windows and doors.

should focus customers atten-

Unicem, 5000 Horsepower

They have 70 plastic extruder

tion on our gearbox repair

Synchronous Raw Mill Motor.

machines under one roof and

capabilities. There are many

Not Pictured but, supervising
this work was Jerry Voelkel.

Logistics Adds More Capacity

This particular motor is a selfexcited synchronous motor.

by: Bill Honeycutt

You can see the self-exciter

As the Logistics department

dispatch it. Our original idea

Stator and Rotor painted red

moves forward, we are trying

was to use it to haul large

just in front of Josh.

to operate smarter and more

hydraulic cylinders from Horner

efficiently. To help reduce oper-

Cincinnati, but we soon found

ation costs, we explored the

out it has a much broader

option of a Gooseneck trailer.

use. With its 33 foot deck and

After

consideration

20,000 lb capacity we find it

Horner invested in a Trexx

is much more cost effective to

33 foot long trailor, and what

use it and our customers our

a great investment it was! It

commenting on how awesome

amazes us with its versatility

it is.

careful

and capabilities each time we

Full Load

15 Motors!
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CONTINUED...
Michigan Ethanol
Plant CoolBLUE
Project Success

Novelis: Challenge
Completed

by: Bill Roper

by: Mike Butler, Gina Tuttle and
Walt Boat

The installation was completed well ahead of the
Ethanol plant shutdown
schedule. When the
shutdown ended and the
plant personnel started
up the plant, every unit in
the plant was able to be
started over their network
communication system,
even those that they were
never able to start before!
This plant believes that the
CoolBLUE®/NaLa absorption inductors have been
able to reduce the noise
produced by the VFDs by
at least 95%, (note: this
percentage is undocumented and an estimate provided by a plant representative). The plant personnel
are so impressed with the
results that they contacted
their corporate engineering
department who is planning on making a trip to the
plant to see the installation
and verify the results. Once
verified the plant plans on

The challenge:

The plan:

was extremely happy with this

large

Assemble (3) teams of mechan-

expedited delivery and asked

gearboxes on a Monday, two

ics, machinists and clean up

that we pass his thanks along

Idler gearboxes that weighed

personnel to create (2) 12 hour

to all involved with the project.

approximately 26,000 lbs. each

shifts to work around the clock.

It should also be noted that

and the Main gearbox that

A pre-job meeting was held

while all of this was going on,

weighed approximately 53,000

with those folks to establish the

those who were not involved

lbs. The original work scope for

work staging areas for each

with this project managed to

each unit was to: partially dis-

gearbox and a procedure.

keep the flow of other work in

mantle and to perform a visual

The obstacles:

the shop moving forward with-

and mechanical inspection of

1. We only received (2) of the

out missing a beat.

the internal components, bear-

gearboxes on Monday with the

Thank you:

ings and bearing fits. We then

(3rd) and largest unit delayed

Management would again like

had to re-assemble each unit

until the following day on

to thank all of you for your

with existing parts on one of

Tuesday.

successful efforts and we’re

the Idler gearboxes and the

2. All of the new installation

looking forward to the next

Main gearbox and to replace

parts (supplied by our custom-

opportunity to continue to build

many of the wear parts on

er) had to be

on Horner’s service and capa-

the second Idler gearbox. Our

allow for proper clearance, fit

challenge was to complete this

and operation.

work and ship two units back

The results:

to our customer (4) days later

We shipped (2) of the units on

on Friday and the third unit on

Thursday and the (3rd) and

Saturday.

final unit shipped the following

Horner

received

(3)

machined to

bilities resume.

day on Friday. The customer

using the CoolBLUE®/NaLa
absorption inductors on all
VFDs installed at all plant
locations and on all newly
installed VFDs in the future.
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Accidents Happen, But
That Is Not The End
Of The Tale
by: Walter Boat

How does one call a customer to give him the news that his

Mechanical field service team stepped in and dispatched a

5220KW generator has been involved in a semi accident and

technician to our customer’s site to figure out the unknown.

his unit is sitting on the side of the interstate? Well, if you

The generator was restored and it made it home safely.

must know, one of our Horner sales men had to make that

So how did that Horner salesman call go? We can succinctly

call. You might wonder how that call turned out. But before

say our customer was most interested in how our driver was.

that answer is given, let me tell you all a story.

We need more customers like that!

Our semi, with our customer’s generator intact and chained

We can do an awesome job restoring equipment, but how

down, was rear-ended while sitting in a traffic jam. To give

about when human “equipment” is damaged? Oh yes, that

you an idea of the impact, the final damage to Horner’s

is why we have another Horner resource and that is our HR

equipment was the total destruction of our lowboy trailer and

department. I think our customer has it right, the human

totaling the semi-tractor. The customer’s generator slid off

resource is most critical to our story. Maybe in this tale, the

our semi and imbedded itself in the dirt on the side of the

unseen hero is our combined Human Resources.

interstate. It is at this point that a company truely finds out
about itself. How does it respond? Where does it go to pull
all of the resources to get the customer his generator? If you
are Horner, you turn internally to the vast resources available
within. Our Logistics department immediately made arrangements to get the Horner equipment off the road, and even
more important handled getting the customer’s generator to

Damage from the Semi Crash

the Washington Street shop. But how does one access such
unfortunate damage? You get the Washington Street team
to start detailing a plan to dissect the damaged generator
and restore it to like-new condition. It involved working long
hours to identify every mechanical and electrical item that
was damaged. Then you start locating the parts, unless one
of your suppliers can not meet your immediate need. In this
case, fabrication work was needed and Horner Fan joined

The Semi-tractor that hit the Horner Semi

the skirmish to manufacture all needed guards and covers.
As the job started coming together, it became clear that
location of the lubricating piping was not clearly known. Our
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Coatings: Keeping
Out Of The Rut
by: Jason Brown
Never Underestimate
The Small Sale
by: Kerry Fork
Years ago a gentleman in a

All of us need a little variety in

three piece suit walked in and

our lives; something to shake

placed a small pool pump on

things up, keep things fresh.

the counter. He was very quiet

Over in the Thermal Spray divi-

and reserved saying almost

sion, we are fortunate to see

nothing but obviously alert.

new challenges regularly.

The gentleman asked if we

One of our latest jobs is a new

could repair his pump.

one for us. Citizen’s Thermal

The pump appeared new and

sent us a number of man-

had a defect that was easily

hole steam stacks for repair

repaired for twelve dollars and

and painting. These stacks are

change. The gentleman after

placed over a manhole to vent

challenge, and the finished

our spray techniques and inno-

paying asked a few questions

the steam as a ventilation blow-

stacks look great. The Epflor

vate new methods and fixtures

about our company and then

er pushes it out from the other

safety yellow is highly heat and

to accomplish some of the

asked if we knew who he was.

end. The cleared out steam

chemical resistant and should

unique jobs that have come

When we didn’t know who he

tunnel is then able to have the

see years of service protecting

through our doors. From food-

was the gentleman introduced

workers enter to get to work.

the stacks and ensuring high

service centrifuges to waste

himself as the general man-

The double-walled stacks see

visibility. The ventilation blower

water treatment plant pumps

ager for the Coca Cola plant in

a lot of abuse from the heat

was also sent to us to be quot-

and

Speedway.

and steam, the weather they

ed for cleaning and painting.

there’s always a new job, with

The customer it seems had just

experience and just generally

We look forward to completing

something new to learn com-

come from our competitor where

getting banged around. When

that job with the same thor-

ing around the bend. We look

he had asked their service

one comes in, the upper flange

oughness. This job for Citizen’s

forward to meeting more chal-

department to repair his pump.

is bent and misshapen and the

Thermal is just one example of

lenges as we move forward.

The manager did not give our

paint that remains around the

the wide array of jobs we see.

competitor his job title or name

cancerous rust is flaking, peel-

Machinist Dave Ross has been

and was surprised at the poor

ing and faded. The first step

working with shop lead Ben

general customer service atti-

is to restore the upper flange

West on fabricating parts for

tude he received.

and blast them clean. The new

a trash transport system for

The Manager stated he had

challenge was faced by our

the military. The system is

been giving all of his business

painter, Charles Sifers. The

designed to allow the waste

to our competitor. The

size of the parts meant that

from the kitchens to be moved

Manager would later direct

managing the heat while pow-

out of the camp without endan-

his maintenance department

der coating the part required

gering the lives of any service

to start shifting work to Horner

some skillful maneuvering and

men or women. Bert Anderson

Industrial.

planning. He was up for the

and I have both had to rethink

steel

foundry

rollers,
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Coming Together For Lighting
Horner Lighting Group is a growing business – expanding

in our cap – they are verification that our high-end products

product lines, engaging new customers, and exciting trade

are everything we say they are, and more. This is, again, a

shows across the country. It’s amazing to watch the expan-

hands-on effort from everyone. Business development and

sion of this bright new Horner division; but what’s even more

research and development spearhead and lead the awards/

phenomenal, is witnessing the collective teamwork it took

certifications efforts; sales and marketing help supply neces-

to make it all happen. In the light of this success Horner

sary documentation and support collateral; and production

Lighting has brought teams together.

along with technical support help fine-tune the products/solu-

So who are these teams? Let’s start with the ones most of

tions being submitted. Certifications/awards for which Horner

you know, Sales: Paul Abbenhaus and Matt Mueller; but

Lighting is submitting include NGL Indoor, NGL Outdoor,

there are a lot of behind the scenes players making this

Lighting Facts, ETL, and DLC among others.

all happen – Front Office: Jason Horner, and Ben Norris;

Enhancing our tradeshows, awards, contests, and certifi-

Engineering: Ken Jannotta, George Burnett, Josh Brown,

cations is one essential component: product. Most of our

and Joseph Billman; Operations: William Neu and his

Horner Lighting products are completely manufactured or

team – Purchasing, Planning, Stockroom, Mfg Engineering;

assembled here in the United States. Receiving the materials

Marketing: Tyler Sheller and Matt Conn; and Business

to manufacture or assemble these products is a huge under-

Coordinator, Stephanie Clapper.

taking – arriving in hand-packed, 40 ft shipping containers.

Tradeshows are a huge production requiring months of

The best part – we only have one hour to completely unpack

planning and sometimes creative budgets. With Horner

the entire freight. Nothing shows the undeniable teamwork at

Lighting, we have seen essential input from the entire com-

Horner Lighting more than the entire company coming out on

pany. Sales and marketing help identify and schedule the

multiple occasions to make this happen.

events; research and development/engineering coordinate

Momentum here at Horner Lighting develops quickly: innova-

the development of displays and product samples; and pro-

tive new products, key relationships with powerful prospects,

duction creates the materials to make it all happen. Without

and accreditation from industry-recognized authorities. One

one of those groups, these huge events would not be pos-

division, however, cannot carry the weight alone – the suc-

sible. This year, you can find Horner Lighting at Strategies

cesses of Horner Lighting are truly all hands on deck.

in Light, Light Fair International, the DTE Energy Savings
Conference, NECA, and more. From March through October,
our displays (and sales team) will be on the road!
Awards, contests, and certifications are more than a feather
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Long Distance
Dedication - Horner
Automation
MFS Survives
Outage Season!
by: Ralph Coonce
We all survived another Christmas

Traveling across the equa-

Building a new life on the other

and his family feel more at

outage season! Many of our cus-

tor in South America to move

side of the world with a family

home. The move hasn’t been

tomers have outages twice a year,

his family from Porto Alegre

(wife Carla and children Alice,

an easy, smooth transition

July and Christmas. Combining

Brazil

IN,

12, and Vini, 9) has its chal-

with the weather being the

the outage requests with the

Global Product Manager, Alex

lenges. Alex and Carla first had

biggest change to everyone –

Holidays is always a treat to jug-

Villwock has come a long way

to come here through a work

they don’t get too many snow

gle. The week between Christmas

with Horner APG. 5,916 miles

visa. The next step in “set-

storms in Southern Brazil, nor

and New Years, we have people

in fact (all in 16 hours)!

ting up house” for them was

do they have to drive “pop-

at the following facilities: Chrysler,

Having

Horner

obtaining social security num-

sicles” to work.

Owens Corning Glass, Knauf

Brazil, Alex has been with the

bers, applying for credit cards,

Moving is never easy, and relo-

Fiberglass, Jupiter Coil, Pilkington

company for 10 years. He has

renting a home, getting driv-

cating from one hemisphere to

Glass, Hoosier Energy, Dalton

seen and made a lot of chang-

ers licenses, and finding cars;

the other can be even more

Foundry, Anchor Glass, ABB and

es with Horner APG, and with

things we all do throughout the

taxing, but the Villwocks are

Federal Mogul. To accommodate

this new move comes a new

course of our lives.

happy to have the opportu-

this work load, we had to again

role – global project manager.

Alex and Carla, however, didn’t

nity to be here and to do it

borrow people from other opera-

As the regional sales manager

have years to accomplish all

all through Horner. When it

tions to help us. To those individu-

of South America, Alex was

this like us – they had a mat-

comes to cultivating roots in

als and their managers: Thank

accustomed to visiting clients

ter of weeks! Not to mention,

a new place, Alex suggests,

You.

and spending time on the road;

when coming to the U.S., they

“Just dive – go all in, head first.

Shortly after the new year, then

about 90% of his time was

started with a credit score of 0.

You can’t have a half jump: be

we were working at Novelis, staff-

serving client needs and nur-

That’s one of the things Alex

prepared to go for it.”

ing multiple jobs, working around

turing relationships. Here at

misses most about Brazil –

the clock on a very large gear

HQ, Alex is more involved on

his credit history. For our new

reducer that we had to rebuild

a daily basis with the overall

global product manager, Indy

on site. Again, we had to use a

big picture – managing prod-

is also lacking in the tradi-

lot of resources from within the

ucts and customer care as they

tional southern Brazilian bar-

company. MFS wrapped up 2015

relate to product development

beque, Bolinhos de Bacalhau

with another good year. I person-

(now spending about 90% of

(Portuguese cod cakes), and

ally want to thank each and every

his time in the office instead

Pão Queijo (Brazilian cheese

member of the group for all that

of out). Despite the weather,

bread) departments.

they contributed to the success.

Indy has it’s advantages – such

Although they miss friends and

Now a new year, and it all starts

as easier access and more

family, the sense of security,

again…

involvement with resources for

easy accessibility, variety, ser-

which he might not have had

vice levels, and Midwest cost

the opportunity abroad.

of living have made Alex

to

Indianapolis,

managed
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Safety By
Accident?
by: Amy Fletcher

“Well, that was close!

been involved / affected, what

potential injuries, but if we wait

were lucky!”

could have been done differ-

until an injury occurs to make a

“Comments like these are not

ently and most importantly…

change, based off of Heinrich’s

something you want to hear

what could be done to prevent

Law, we have missed 271

around the shop.” Still, at some

it from reoccurring?

opportunities to build a better

point in time, all of us have

let alone an entire organiza-

culture within our company.

probably heard something to

tion, is perfect. There will be

Safety is not an accident. It can

this effect.

unplanned or legitimate acci-

be intentionally and purpose-

Some will laugh about how

dents that occur, but prevent-

fully achieved through proac-

close the incident was to hap-

ing reoccurrences has to be

tive and practical approaches.

pening, and they will joke about

the driving force of all safety

what could have happened.

cultures and programs.

It will never get reported and

Some may have heard of

unfortunately,

Heinrich’s Law or Triangle

will

You

probably

Nobody,

reoccur.

Theory that states for every

However, we should look at

accident that causes a major

these situations as learning

injury, there are 29 accidents

opportunities. We need to take

that cause minor injuries and

a moment to reflect on what

300 accidents that cause no

happened, what could have

injuries. This is a great start-

happened, who would have

ing point for trying to predict

Brain Teaser

Never Know What
Kinda Day It Will
Be At Terre Haute
by: Jim McClintock
We sent Rusty Cyrus out the
other morning to deliver a
motor to a customer, and on
his return trip back to the shop
he witnessed an accident at an
intersection that happened right
in front of him. Rusty’s past
experience as a volunteer fireman kicked in and he jumped
into action removing the driver
from the flipped vehicle giving
instructions to lie down and stay
still. He then went to check to
the driver of the other vehicle
and assisted them with their
first-aid needs, etc. Once police
and a rescue unit arrived on the
scene, he gave his account of
what had transpired and pro-

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

ceeded back to the shop. With
Horner’s diversity you never

How many letters are in
alphabet?

Answer to last quarters: What starts

know what you will experience

with the letter “t”, is filled with “t” and

coming into the shop or what

ends in “t”?

possibilities may exist when you

A: Teapot

leave it.

Three days to give me your answer, right

Last quarters winners:

answers will go into a drawing for a final

1st: $50 Giftcard Derek Phelps, Louisville

winner. There will be 3 additional prizes

2nd: $25 Giftcard Amber Cross, APG

for 2nd-4th place.

3rd: Horner Giftbag Mike McKenzie

317-639-4261 (240)

4th: Horner Giftbag Mark Rosebrock

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Bill Honeycutt’s New Grandson Henry Louis Young

Heidi Randall’s Haunt Out
Hunger’s Hurst Delivering
Food to the Food Pantry

Denise Wilson recived her
Chris Barnes’
Bachelor degree in Liberal Grandson Wyatt
Arts w/ a Minor in Criminal Gabriel Barnes
Justice from IUPUI

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 07

Rob Taylor’s
Grandson

Ashley Eddleman’s Family
on Vacation

Terri Hoosier Putting Up
Christmas Lights At Home
With The Help Of A Tractor W/ A Front End Loader

WINTER 2016

Super Hero Day At APG

by: Alan Horner

Let me introduce you to my stepson Jason

right you will notice he is proudly wearing

Miller, who started a Super Hero’s day

his favorite shirt “Clark Kent for President”.

quite a long time ago. It is really special

We are all blessed to have someone like

that the team over at APG has joined with

Jason working for us and the joy he brings

Jason to make the Super Hero day what it

to all of us, especially the gang over at

is today. As most all of you know at APG

APG.

but few here probably know, Jason has

The other picture is of him sitting at Phil’s

purchased every one of those shirts for

desk showing all of us how good he looks

the APG employees out of his own pocket.

sitting at Phil’s desk. Knowing his room

He has Linda take him to the mall nearly

at home, I think he could show Phil a few

every weekend when he has a new shirt

things about keeping his desk clean and

to buy for a new employee. He uses his

for that matter, he could show me a thing

hard earned money to buy shirts for new

or two about keeping mine clean as well. I

employees that he barely knows. I am very

think we need to pick a day and let Jason

proud to have a stepson like Jason who

be President of the day at APG. I think

knows how to unselfishly share with people

we all know he would make one good

expecting nothing in return. What a great

President. Thanks for being who you are

gift that is, especially from a young man

Jason or I guess I should say President

like Jason.

Jason Miller!!! Thanks for being a great

He kids me all the time about wanting to be

employee for Horner APG!

President and we all know how much he
loves Superman. In the group picture to the

Debra Twigg’s Tonda Madden’s Wayne Ecker’s
Granddaughter
Grandson,
New GrandCalin
Cameron
daughter

Bella, Sandy
Lori Beam’s son signing on
Pruitt’s New
to Union College in KY to join
Family Addition
the Archery team

